Find the artwork of Esther Krinitz. Esther used embroidery to make her life story into 36 fabric pictures. Embroidery is a form of art that involves decorating different materials such as fabric by using a needle and thread. Name one fabric picture that captures your attention.

Look at the images and characters in the picture you chose, and read the story below it. How does it make you feel and why?

In the 3 boxes below, draw your own story about an important time or event in your life.
Can you find one of Baltimore’s very own Social Visionaries? Hint: a social visionary is one who might not necessarily create artwork to execute his/her vision, but someone who has a vision to make a change in the world, and strives to make it happen.

What is his name?

What visionary change did he make in Baltimore?

Find the photographs of Larry Yust. Larry uses photographs to capture a moment in time, and to tell stories through imagery. Name a photograph that interests you.

Think about the story behind this photograph. Write down this story in the space below!

Find the artwork of Mars Tokyo. Mars Tokyo creates tiny stories that she describes as Theaters of the 13th Dimension. Each theater tells a different story. Think about the story that you would create in your own tiny theater. Draw a picture of what it would look like in the space to the left! Think about your characters and the environment they are in.

When you are finished, give your theater a title.
Find the artwork of Beatrice Coron. Beatrice creates elaborate stories by cutting tiny shapes and patterns into large sheets of Tyvek (a wrapping material that protects your house). Up close, you can see characters, animals and story details, but from far away, they form a larger overall shape. Stand on the balcony in front of Possum Trot, and look at her pieces from far away. What shapes do you see now?

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

The Art of Storytelling Exhibit is full of humorous, inspirational, and interesting quotes. Find a quote that you don’t want to forget, and write it below!
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